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Inside the News
State • Snow melt causes problems
Christian Pelusi slams politicians for slamming football
players.

Nation • Convicted murderer granted clemency
World • Leaders hope for peace in Middle East
Sports • Men's hoops visit Eastern Michigan tonight
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City council

The Bowling Green city council meeting Tuesday night was
characterized by optimism for
the future, according to Mayor
Wes Hoffman in his opening remarks.
Hoffman spoke of what the city
should be doing in the near future to better itself. He emphasized cooperation among all
levels of city and county
government and improved relations with surrounding communities like Toledo.
Hoffman said he also wanted to
resolve the re-distiictlng Issue.
"We hope to have a new redistricting plan ready soon," Hoffman said."We will then submit It
to the federal courts to meet our
May deadline."
"We need to continue to place
an emphasis on economic development," he said. "We want to retain our current industries and
attract new ones that are clean,
small, safe to the environment
and compatible with our role as a
University community."
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Chi Gong seminar
to take place on
campus
TheDepartment of German, Russian and East
Astan Languages, the
Chinese Student Association and the United Christian Fellowship will sponsor
a Chi Gong seminar on Jan.

27inioiqiyfjnfHf'' —H

-—CM Uong Is an ancient
. Chinese spiritual healing
- practice. International Chi li
Gong master Chunyi Lin ••
will teach the seminar.

Wood County Library adds web site
The Wood County District
library has debuted on the
Internet with the publication of its "home pages"
through the Wood County
Free-Net.
The library's "web site"
can be directly accessed
throung any Internet browser software, such as Netscape or Mosaic, at
"http://www.wcnet.org/WC
DPL."
The site presents library
branch locations and hours,
as well as bookmobile and
special events schedules.
Other information Includes
the history of the library
and e-mail links for feedback to the library. The site
will also have a "Children's
Services" section.
The Wood County FreeNet is operated by the Wood
County Internet Council, a
volunteer-run, non-profit
corporation whose mission
is to bring low-cost Internet
access to Wood County residents, businesses and
government.

Quote of
the day
"Common
sense is very
uncommon."
-Horace Greeley
_

The Woodbridge business park
was cited as an example of this
emphasis on economic development.
The need for a new community
center was also addressed. A
possible site is at the base of the
water tower in the park.
Hoffman favors the creation of
a public access network on cable
television. Downtown revitalization is also an area that should
continue to be focused on.
Other council business inSee COUNCIL, page four.

Stephanie Miskawi/Thc BC Newt

Drury Byrum, a graduate student at the University, enjoys his award-winning artwork.

Military deserters identified
Robert Bums
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Pentagon released the names Tuesday
of four former U.S. soldiers who
the military believes deserted
and are living in communist
North Korea.
One of the four appeared in a
photograph published this week
by a South Korean newspaper.
Kenneth Bacon, the chief Pentagon spokesman, said the four
deserted their units in South

Pentagon believes four freely
defected to North Korea in 60s
Korea in the 1960s.
Bacon confirmed an Associated Press report Monday that
Pentagon officials believe the
four are alive in North Korea
"We don't know for a fact, but we
believe that," he said.
The Pentagon Identified the
four as Pvt. Larry A. Abshier,

Jury seating continues
for Sanders murder trial
Terry Kinney
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Attorneys
failed to seat a jury Tuesday in
the first day of the murder trial
of a prison inmate accused of
planning an April 1993 riot that
left one guard and nine' inmates
dead.
Carlos Sanders, 33, formerly of
Cuyahoga County, is being tried
In Hamilton County Common
Pleas Court on charges of aggravated murder, kidnapping and
assault.
Prosecutors said Sanders engineered the 11-day riot at the maximum-security Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility in Lucasville and that he played a role in the
deaths of guard Robert Vallandingham and inmate Bruce Harris.
Judge Fred Cartolano supervised questioning of potential
jurors. Thirteen were excused
for various reasons, mostly because they said a trial that is expected to take as long as eight
weeks would be a hardship.
Nine jurors were tentatively
seated, but they are subject to
peremptory challenges in later
stages of jury selection. Opening
statements could be presented
Thursday.
Questioning Tuesday focused
on Jurors' views of capital pun-

Cpl. Jerry W. Parrish, Pvt. James
Dresnok and Sgt. Robert Jenkins.
It released no other details.
But a Seattle-based activist
group for prisoners of war and
soldiers missing in action provided the men's ages, hometowns
and when they left their units.
Delores Alfond of the National

EPA announces new
emission test policy
due to heavy volume
The Associated Press

Al Bthrnuui/AP PkM.
Carlos Sanders, with cap. Is under heavy guard as he Is lead to court
Tuesday, In Cincinnati, where jury selection began on his aggravated
murder, kidnapping, and assault trial.
ishment. Prosecutors are expected to ask for the death penalty if
Sanders is convicted of aggravated murder.
Jurors also were asked if they
were prejudiced by garb worn by
Sanders, who has assumed the
Muslim name of Slddique Abdullah Hasan. The defense is expected to argue that the riot was
precipitated by Muslim inmates'
reluctance to undergo tuberculosis testing on religious grounds.
Jury selection was expected to
continue Wednesday, since there
was no ruling from the Ohio Su-

preme Court on Sanders' request
made late last week to postpone
the trial and move it from Cincinnati to Columbus.
The defense contends prosecutors manipulated the judicial
system by scheduling Sanders'
trial in Hamilton County to increase the chance he will be convicted and sentenced to death.
Hamilton County juries are
known for sending more men to
death row than juries in any
other Ohio county, the defense
said.

Alliance of Families for the Return of America's Missing Servicemen gave this information:
■ Abshier is from Urbana, 111.,
and left his unit in May 1962, age
19.
■ Parrish is from Morganfield,
Ky., and left in December 1963,
age 19.
■ Dresnok is from Norfolk,
Va., and left in August 1962, age
21.
■ Jenkins is from Rich Square,
N.C, and left In January 1965,
age 25.

COLUMBUS, Ohio -Drivers in 14 counties will
have an extra four months to
get newly required emissions
tests, the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency said Tuesday.
Since Jan. 2, drivers in the
Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Dayton areas have been required to have their cars
tested at designated stations
for pollution emissions.
But those stations were not
prepared for the volume of
cars, and drivers have had to
wait in line for up to three and
a half hours, said Patricia Madigan, spokeswoman for the
Ohio EPA. Many stations were
not open on time, and some
still have not opened, she said.
The tests are required in the
Cuyahoga, Lake, Lorain, Geagua, Portage, Summit, Medina,
Montgomery, Clark, Greene,
Hamilton, Butler, Clermont
and Warren counties.
The four-month extension
applies to drivers with January and February registration deadlines. Next month.

the EPA will decide whether to
apply the extension to March
deadlines.
The automatic extension
will not kick in until Monday
because officials need time to
re-program Bureau of Motor
Vehicle computers, Madigan
said. The Ohio EPA is asking
drivers w(iose deadlines are
after Monday to wait until
then to renew their registrations.
Meanwhile, those with deadlines before Monday can get
extension certificates at any
Inspection station.
The Ohio EPA announced
one other change to the program.
Cars that fall the test can be
excused from passing the test
if they show a 30 percent improvement in pollution control
and the driver spends at least
$100 or $200 -- depending on
the car's age - to fix it.
Under the old rules, those
repairs had to be done by a
certified technician. But there
aren't enough certified technicians available yet, Madigan
said.
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GOPisS.O.L. Cookie cutter students silenced
elusi
Caught up in the moment like
Paul Reubens at a strip club,
Super Bowl-bound Michael Irvin
of the Dallas Cowboys and Greg
Uoyd of the Pittsburgh Steelers
were heard by millions of people
all over the world Sunday spouting expletives. Their descriptive
verbage were used in their postgame remarks to TV reporters on
the station's live interviews.
Irvin remarked that his coach,
Barry Switzer "took all of this
(you know]" during the season.
Uoyd told his team not to be
satisfied and to go on and win
"the [uh-huh] Super Bowl."
My beef is not with the players
because such language is common place on and off the field. In
such a high-intensity, highpressure situation like sudden
death playoff games, cursing, to
me, is acceptable.
When a team loses such a
game, a player, coach or executive could be fired. Not many occupations have such a hazard. So
to me, Troy Aikman could be the
Diceman and I wouldn't care.
The National Football League
tends to agree.
In the USA Today, NFL
spokesman Greg Aiello said. "It's
not something we approve of ...
[but] it's part of the emotion of a
winning postgame celebration."
Unfortunately, Washington
doesn't seem to think along the
same lines.
In the same article, former Education secretary William Bennett took the opportunity to shout
out against such a display with an
Orwellian warning.
It's not "the end of the world
that [two] jocks use dirty language. It's one more notch ... Civilizations don't collapse all at
once; they do it one degree at a
time," Bennett said. He also said
that swearing is "in the mainstream. Now it's over the doggone airwaves."
Whoa, Billy, you're working up
a froth. You have quite a potty-

"1$ U not ironical that in a smoke In dorms. The faculty and
mouth yourself. Have you been
living in a bubble? Oh yeah you planned society of controlled administration decide what
were in Washington. Let's start workers' compulsory assign- courses will be offered and
with "There once was a man ments, where religious expres- which we need to be taking. In
sion is suppressed, the press confrom Nantucket..."
Let's analyze this: a stuffed trolled, and all media communishirt from D.C. is pointing the cation censored, where a puppet
finger of American decline on a government is encouraged but
couple of football players? denied any real authority, where
Meanwhile our government is great attention is given to effigrldlocked tighter than Bob ciency and character reports,
Dole's right hand, Republicans and attendance at cultural asand Democrats are pointing semblies is compulsory, where it
more fingers than Bryan Cox did is avowed that all will be adminin Buffalo, and the National Debt istered to each according to his
is higher than Marion Barry at a needs and performance required
from each according to his abilitoga party.
I forgot how holier-than-thou ties, and where those who flee are
they are. Bob Packwood isn't a tracked down, returned and punsexual harrasser; he's a stud. ished for trying to escape - in
Jessie Helms isnt a homophobic, short in the milieu of the typical
racist, xenophobic guy; he's a large American secondary school
red-blooded American. Newt Gi- - we attempt to teach 'the demongrich isn't a middle- to lower- cratic system'?" - Royce Van
class destroyer; he's an economic Norman
We, as students, are not taken return we get to elect homecominvigorator.
The fact that a former Cabinet seriously; we are not people in ing queen and king.
Occasionally some students
head cannot recognize that, like the eyes or minds of school adit or not, good or bad, swearing is ministrators. Has anybody here find a problem in the school and
a part of society only lends more been paying attention to what get a little uppity. They are igcredence to the notion that the several of our vice-president nored, put off or maneuvered out
high-ups have lost touch with nominees have been calling us? of position. This can be seen here
Products! Nothing could be at Bowling Green.
their constituency.
The administration of this
Except for the freshman Re- closer to the truth. We are prodpublicans, who do anything their ucts to be shaped and changed school has made it down right
elderstatesmen ask, most of unquestionably by our masters, impossible to get any rebellious
Washington was born in not just a our teachers and the administra- or otherwise unorthodox Ideas
distributed amoung the students.
different era. but a different tion.
Look at our status as students.
Recently the schoool limited
time and place.
They grew up listening to We can vote in national elections, access to setting up individual
Amos and Andy. We grew up but here on campus we are given World Wide Web pages. You
listening to Howard Stern. They no real voice in the major de- must now be an organization recgrew up watching Martin and cisions that will affect our aca- ognized by the school adminisLewis. We grew up watching demic lives. We are given a pup- tration. The school also censors
[EddieJMurphy and [Denis] pet government filled by "Uncle the pages you can view.
To hold a public assembly on a
Leary. Now are we that much Toms" who are concerned with
worse as a nation as a result of trival matters, like whether or school lawn you must first acnot we should be allowed to quire the permission of the
our choice of words?
Times have changed, and so
have the people. Just because
people say sh" instead of "darn"
doesn't mean that the world is going to end or that our culture is
beneath other countries. Why do
you think American movies rake
in enormous revenue overseas?
It's time for D.C. to stop sounding off about how foul American
mouths are and how appalling
Hollywood is and commit to doing their jobs. Run the country,
not your clean, proper mouths.
Before Greg Lloyd shuts it for
you.

school, who decides if what you
are doing is righteous.
Table tents, for cafeteria tables, must be approved by the
adminstration or they will be removed.
We have recently tost most of
our kioskes, the four sided bullentan boards that were great for
hanging flyers on. Now, when we
do find a place to hang flyers, on
buildings, trash cans, etc., they
are torn down.
On a larger scale the school is
controlling students in less obvious ways. These can still be
stopped.
Across campus the administration Is trying to destroy "liberal"
programs, by moving them into
other, larger, more conservative
areas.
For example, the Environmental Science program is being
threatened. The college of Arts
and Sciences has decided that, although Environmental Science is
one of the largest programs at
BGSU, it must be put under the
Geology department.
This maneuvering will destroy
the Envlommental program. It
will limit the options of the program, cut funding, and worst of
all good teachers will be lost.
Former program head Berry
Cobb was forced out of his job
and replaced by a geology
professor. We would not blame
the other two decent professors
if they left for better Jobs. The
program's classes are already
being taken over by geology
teachers who do not understand
the real problems with the environment.
But this will accomplish the
goals of the school, to put out a

product as easily and as cheaply
as possible.
We have not gone through all
these years of schooling for nothing. We have learned one thing.
We have forgotten our history.
We have grown to hate literature.
We write like we have been programmed. But, by God, we can
take orders!
These orders do not have to
make sense Things are true because teachers tell us so, and If
we disagree, we get failed. We
learn to accept "two truths," one
in school and one out of school.
Outside things are true to our
senses and our minds. In school
they are true by reason of authority. You are told a noun is a
person, place or thing. So be it.
You dont give a rat's ass, your
professor doesn't give a rat's ass.
Most students do not question
what the school teaches them or
how the school treats them. They
swallow this crap in heaping
spoonfulls. They whole-heartedly
believe in grades, in busy work
and in educational requirements.
They are eager to be pushed
around and told what Is right.
You can easily recognize these
students. For them, every bad
grade Is torture, they shake and
stammer in front of the professor
and go through an emotional
crisis when speaking in front of a
group. If there is an after-life, we
hope the parents and teachers
who created these wrecks burn
in hell.
What school amounts to is a
1/4 life lesson on how to be a
slave This is what the school and
society wants us to be: unquestioning, obliging and ingratiating.
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King worthy of homage on his day
As I write, it is Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day, and in Bowling
Green that means Nursing a
Hangover Day for a large number of students.
Suburbanites pine for the
hung-over MLK Days of their
youth as they shovel out their
driveways and care for their outof-school children, who revel in
the opportunity to watch cartoons ALL DAY.
Where does Dr. King fit into all
these mundane Monday activities? Why do so many seem to ignore the relatively new holiday
that bears his name?
His contributions were so momentous and significant that we
should be exulting every year
(especially since race relations
have improved considerably less
than Dr. King would have hoped).
Instead, Martin Luther King
Day becomes yet another American holiday with almost no profound meaning attached to it, except that it allows a day of decompression and recuperation
for workers and students.
A child, asked in school why

MMMBaMW^S-

Dr. King was a great man might
reply, "He worked really hard
when he was alive so that we
wouldn't have to now that he's
dead."
Holidays named after specific
people remind me of highway
rest stops: you get a governmentsanctioned break with a famous

A child, asked in school why Dr. King was a
great man might reply, "He worked really
hard when he was alive so that we wouldn't
have to now that he's dead."
of national pride. Knowledge of
the holocaust he helped begin
certainly factors into any resistance toward a "celebration."
I cannot understand, however,
why apathy and even resistance
toward a King holiday exists.

As stated earlier, the societal
name attached to it. (King gets a changes King strove for are not
whole day, Howard Stern gets a today perceived as primitive
concepts just because they were
row of urinals in Jersey.)
introduced 40-odd years ago.
Sometimes a person awarded a Equality through nonviolence
holiday is less than deserving, makes as much sense now as it
and gradual devaluing of their did then.
day Is to be encouraged and even
Therefore, his birthday needs
hastened.
to be acknowledged, maybe not
1 lose no sleep over the down- as vehemently and selffall of Columbus Day as a symbol conciously as Fourth of July

fireworks (We're Americans! We
can blow stuff up in the sky!
Yeah!), but acknowledged
thoughtfully and positively in
both the black and white communities.
Whether this entails attending
a church service or a lecture, or
simply discussing Dr. King with
a friend, the action will remind
you of the reason for the holiday
and will be a definite improvement on our present lack of understanding.
"Jesus is the reason for the
season" stickers can be altered to
"Dr. King is the reason for the
day off" to hammer the point
home to our more hung-over citizens.
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Potential nuclear
waste site meets
group opposition
Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- A coalition of
environmental groups on Tuesday proposed a constitutional
amendment to head off efforts to
build a regional nuclear waste
storage site in Ohio.
"We are trying to stop Ohio
from becoming a multi-state regional dump," said state Sen.
Dennis Kucinich, D-Cleveland, a
leading dump opponent.
Ohio is set to become the first
of six regional storage facilities
under a law passed last year. The
facility would collect radioactive
clothing, animal carcasses, tools
and machinery from nuclear
power plants, hospitals, universities and businesses in Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri
and Wisconsin.
Each state - joined under the
Midwest Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Compact - promises to
operate a storage site for 20
years, or until it reaches its capacity of 2.25 million cubic feet
of waste.
If voters approve, the constitutional amendment would prohibit
Ohio from taking in radioactive
material from outside the state.
Ohio would be the second state
to leave the compact. Michigan
was to be the first host state but
was kicked out in 1991 after
efforts to find a suitable location
there stalled.
If Ohio pulls out, Minnesota is
next in line to host the facility,
said Gregg Larson, compact executive director.
"I don't know what impact this
would have on the compact,"
Larson said. "I'd worry about
what the impact would be on
Ohio."
Larson said the regional ap-

Flowers in the sun

proach is the only way to control
who sends nuclear waste into
Ohio. Federal law allows states
that band together to bar other
states from using their sites.
But he noted a campaign in
Nebraska to pull out of a similar
compact failed in 1988.
"Without the protection of the
compact, we wouldn't have the
ability to restrict what came in,"
added Jane Harf, a deputy director of the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency.
Storage plan opponents dispute
that assessment and say the flood
of imported waste will contaminate Ohio's water, air and soil.
Kucinich said he had a simpler
solution: "If you don't build it,
they won't come."
Harvey Wasserman, a Greenpeace adviser, hopes to put the
amendment on the Nov. S ballot.
The coalition must gather
334,623 valid signatures to get on
the ballot.
As sunflowers from the past summer droop in the midst of winBackers of the proposed storter, Lacey Meyer, 11, works at finishing what she called her alien
age facility argue that a central
site would be safer than the current situation, where 57 waste
generators have been storing
their own waste since a storage
site in South Carolina stopped
importing waste in July.
erase an operating-fund deficit
The Associated Press
State Sen. Gary Suhadolnik,
of $3.7 million by June and deal
R-Strongsville, said he believes
WILBERFORCE, Ohio -- Cen- with a longer-term money crunch
voters will agree once they are tral State University's faculty that could push its total debt to
presented with the facts.
will recommend to trustees a more than $6 million.
The faculty plan would require
"I take it as a serious threat," budget-cutting plan that includes
Suhadolnik said of the constitu- layoffs of administrators but not faculty members to give up a
portion of their pay on a sliding
teaching staff.
tional amendment drive.
Faculty members voted 81-0 scale to be devised later this
"But I'm convinced that
Ohioans are smart enough ... to 'Monday In favor of recommend- week, reaching 15 percent for
..inglhf proposal.
some professors.
make,Jhe correct choice."
Central State's board of
Administrators would have to
Wasserman said amendment
supporters plan to make the point trustees, which declared a finan- take a larger percentage pay cut
that the law is a bailout of the nu- cial crisis earlier this month, will of as much as 25 percent. The
clear power industry, which Is meet Friday to adopt a budget- plan also includes an early retirement offer to trim faculty poexpected to generate more than cutting plan.
The university is trying to sitions.
90 percent of the material.

Eric Albrccht/Thc Associated Press

snowman at her home near Rockbridge, Ohio. Lacey had help
from her mom Shelia and her father Garry.

CSU faculty advocate budget-cutting plan

HEY STUDENTS. .GET EXCITED!

The plan did not detail which
administration positions should
be eliminated.
The faculty recommendations
contrast a plan that faculty
members say is being considered
by Central State President Her-

man Smith Jr.
Smith's plan has not been
released, but faculty members
have said it would trim nearly,
one-quarter of the university's
work force - about 100 people,,,
including 27 to 29 faculty.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall '96
1

• Field Manor

Columbia Court
East Merry

• Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor
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BEAT THE SPRING THE RUSH!!
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352-0717
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
Jan. 20 Toledo
8:00p.m.
Jan. 27 Akron
1:30p.m.
Feb. 7 Central Michigan....7:30p.m.
Feb. 14 Eastern Michigan 7:30p.m.
Feb. 21 Ball State
8:00p.m.
Feb. 28 Miami
8:00p.m.
Mar. 2 Western Michigan...8:00p.m.

HOCKEY
Jan. 26 Miami
Jan. 27 Michigan
Feb. 2 Lake Superior
Feb. 3 Lake Superior
Feb. 16 Illinois-Chicago
Feb. 17 Illinois-Chicago
Feb. 23 Ohio State
Feb. 24 Notre Dame

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m,

Jan. 17 Eastern Michigan....7:30p.m.
Jan. 24 Ball State
7:30p.m.
Jan. 31 Miami
7:30p.m.
Feb. 10 Ohio
7:30p.m.
Feb. 17 Toledo
1:30p.m.
Feb. 24 Akron
1:30p.m.
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Businesses may follow water
if sold to neighboring counties

We all have a dream

The Associated Press

Joh» Uklmumw AiMciXed Prcit

Wllber Jones wears ■ bat expressing his feelings of Martin Luther King's birthday as he and more
than a thousand people march In celebration of the civil rights leader.

TOLEDO - Selling city water
to Pulton County will improve relations with neighboring communities and continue regional
economic growth, Mayor Carty
Finkbeiner said.
But other city leaders were not
so sure. They said such a move
could hurt economic development in Toledo.
The City Council planned to
vote today whether to sell water
to neighboring Fulton County.
The water will be used for a $400
million steel plant scheduled to
open this year and possibly for
other economic development
projects.
The agreement could set the
stage for a similar agreement
with Wood County, Councilman
Gene Cook said Monday.
"This is one of the most outstanding, progressive moves I
have seen the city make in many,
many years," Cook said.

But Councilwoman Judy Jones
has fought the measure, which
Finkbeiner supports. She said it
may lead some businesses and
residents to leave Toledo for Fulton County, which would hurt the
city's tax base and its schools.
Finkbeiner last month said he
had reached a deal with Fulton
County commissioners to build a
multimillion-dollar water line to
the county.
The county, in turn, would provide water to the North Star BHP
Steel mini-mill, which is being
built near Delta, about IS miles
west of Toledo. County officials
also would be able to use water to
encourage economic development in the eastern part of the
county.
Fulton County officials wanted
to provide the plant with a steady
water supply. They had considered using Maumee River
water for the plant.
The plan was contingent on approval by the Fulton and Lucas

counties commissioners and city
of Toledo.
Commissioners in both
counties approved the plan. But .
last week, council postponed action after some members expressed concern about the proposal.
Finkbeiner said the money
from Fulton County will be used
to help stabilize city water rates.
The mayor said he does not believe people and businesses will
leave Toledo "as long as we are
taking care of what we have responsibility for."
"That includes reducing crime,
cleaning up neighborhoods, making people feel very comfortable
living or working in Toledo
neighborhoods or in downtown.
If we are taking care of that,
there will always be people who
will choose to want to live in the
city, where there is more action,"]
Finkbeiner said.

Snow melt causes problems
Leaky roofs, flooding, warm temperatures among concerns
The Associated Press
i

I This week's snow melt has
roofers and insurance companies
busy helping people deal with
leaking roofs and cracking ceiling and walls.
, "It's businesses as well as
homeowners who are getting hit
with it," said Gary Davidson, a
roofer with Ohio Valley Roof &
Chimney Service, who did repairs Monday at Fuddrucker's
Restaurant In Mason and two
Cincinnati-area homes.
; Diana Bussell, a secretary at
Nationwide Insurance in the Cincinnati suburb of Montgomery,
received a number of calls Monday from homeowners lamenting
leaky roofs.
1 hardly ever get calls about

roofs," Bussell said. "With all
this melting, it's a problem for a
lot of people."
With rain in the forecast for
Wednesday and Thursday, more
problems can be expected if gutters are clogged, said Randy
Bauer, manager of Mueller Roofing in Cincinnati.
"If snow cant get off a roof, it
will work its way into the roof
any way it can," Bauer said. "It
will work its way through nail
holes and under shingles."
But because air - not water is escaping from the snow cover
and the weather is warming
gradually, the snow melt and
runoff dont pose a flooding problem in Ohio, the National Weather Service said Monday.
"Everybody's panicking about

this. We were Joking about building the ark," said Dave Ondrejik,
a hydrologist at the weather service's Ohio River Forecast
Center in Wilmington
"But really, there's nothing to
do. There's no need to worry
about this."
However, officials in northeast
Ohio were worried about flooding with temperatures forecast
above freezing today through
Friday.
"If everything comes together
... It's going to be one of the worst
cases of flooding we've ever
seen," said Mayor Dan DiLiberto
of Eastlake, where the Chagrin
River empties into Lake Erie.

Chris Kusson/The Associated Press

Firefighters battle a blaze that wiped out a pet business in Mt. Sterling, Ohio. The morning fire spread
to two oi her businesses and an apartment next to the store.
The Alumni Association and the Undergraduate Alumni Association (UAA) are once again
proud to announce the search tor the BGSU Master Teacher.
1996 marks the fifteenth consecutive year (or this prestigious award that you, the students
and faculty, can participate in by nominating one of BGSU's professors. The recipient will receive a
monetary award of $1,000 and the honorable recognition as the 1996 Master Teacher. Also, the
winner will receive a personal plaque and have their name engraved on a permanent plaque at the
Alumni Center.
To nominate your Master Teacher, simply compete the nomination form on the back of this
sheet, fold and mail.
The following professors are past recipients of the Master Teacher Award, and are
therefore, ineligible this year: Raymond Tucker, Steven Ludd, Peter Hutchinson. Carl Holmberg,
Vincent Kantorski, Robert Romans, Martha Rogers, Elizabeth Allgeier, Neil Browne. Cynthia Stong,
Ruth Olscamp, Lee Meserve, Robert Midden and Charles Kahle.

1996 Master Teacher Award
Nomination Form
Although there are many attributes which make your nominee a "Master Teacher,"
the following criteria, along with the consideration of class size, subject matter and
grade level of the student, have been established to aid in the selection process.
Your nominee should:
• Have taught a minimum of three years full-time at the University, not
including graduate or visiting status.
• Have scholarly knowledge of the subject matter.
• Present the material in an organized and effective manner that is relevant
to the subject taught.
• Be employed full-time by the University.
Please Print
Name of Nominee,
_Dept._
Your Name
Your BGSU Status (please circle one) FR -SO JR SR GRAD FAC ADMN
Please comment on why you believe this person is a "Master Teacher."

Is your nominee willing to assist students in solving individual and group problems
and available for out-of-class counseling? Please cite examples.

Blaze devastates reptile shop, church
Third to hit downtown Mount Sterling since 1982; electrical short to blame
Associated Press
MOUNT STERLING, Ohio Several hundred animals died
when a reptile shop and a church
downtown in this central Ohio
community caught fire.
The buildings were gutted, but
no one was injured.
A preliminary investigation
indicated that an electrical short
caused the fire, which was reported at 8:55 a.m. Monday, said
Mike Payne, assistant fire chief

for the Tri-County Joint District.
Payne said officials believe
that the fire began with the short,
then exploded when kerosene
heaters were ignited. That explosion turned a small fire into a
large one "in a hurry," he said.
The fire destroyed threequarters of a block In a downtown that is only about four
blocks long, he said. The shop
and church are across the street
from the Town Hall and the
police department.

No one was in the Reptile
Exchange Shop or the adjoining
Mount Sterling Baptist Church
when the fire began, and no injuries were reported. Firefighters helped evacuate a woman
from a nearby apartment.
Reptile Exchange owner Tony
Brunty said he heard about the
fire on a police scanner, then
rushed to the shop to try to save
some of the reptiles. He lost
several hundred animals in the
fire, he said.

Blair said. "We ran 12 hour shifts
and the trucks suffered minimal
damage to the amount of $2,500,
which is very acceptable for the
cnount of snow we got"
According to Blair, one problem the plows had was cars
parked on the street after the
snow emergency was declared.
The problem was attributed to
the many cars students left on

the streets while they went home
for break.
Blair said the city was lenient
in issuing fines for that reason.

COUNCIL
Continued from page one.

eluded reports on snow removal
and the passage of two ordinances.
William Blair, director of public works, reported on snow removal during the blizzard of
1995-1996.
"Our drivers did an excellent
Job keeping the streets clear,"

The other ordinance concerned
the lenth of time commercial vehicles can be parked for loading
or unloading purposes. This was
passed with an emergency to put
it into action as soon as possible.

2nd Semester special

$95

Does your nominee stimulate the intellect of students, encourage critical thinking
and question our surrounding environment? Please cite examples.

You won't want to miss
a minute of this...
Sign up now!!
WOOD

How does your nominee effectively communicate goals and objects?
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Garcia granted last-minute First Lady prepares for
clemency despite opposition Whitewater testimony
RayLong
The Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, III. - Gov. Jim
Edgar commuted the death sentence for Guinevere Garcia
against her will today, hours before she would have become the
second woman in recent U.S. history to be executed.
Ms. Garcia, 37, condemned for
killing her abusive husband, had
dropped all appeals last summer
and was scheduled to die by injection early Wednesday.
The governor commuted her
sentence to life without parole.
Ms. Garcia was sentenced to
die for fatally shooting George
Garcia, her estranged husband,
during a botched robbery in 1991.
She had been released from
prison four months earlier after
serving 10 years for killing her
11-month-old daughter.
Last summer, she urged officials to go forward with her execution, lashing out at death penalty opponents, including celebrity activist Bianca Jagger, who
had urged Edgar to spare Ms.
Garcia's life. Ms. Garcia said she
was responsible for her crimes

and was prepared for the punishment.
"This is not a suicide," she said
in a tape played last week for the
state Prisoner Review Board. "I
am not taking my own life. I
committed these crimes. I am responsible for these crimes."
Execution opponents said her
horrific history - including years
of sexual abuse by an uncle and
abuse from her husbands and
other men - made Ms. Garcia a
poor choice for execution. She
was a prostitute when she met
her husband - he was her customer.
Officials at Dwight Correctional Center told Ms. Garcia her
sentence had been commuted before the decision was made public. Corrections spokesman Nic
Howell would not say how she
reacted.
"I'm happy that Guln will not
be executed. She never deserved
the death penalty," said Chuck
Schiedel, a deputy state appellate
defender assisting in Ms. Garcia's case.
"We talked about it last week,
and she said that if it happened
(the commuting), she would take

it as an act of God, and she would
accept it."

Jagger said today that she was
pleased with Edgar's decision
but concerned about how Garcia
would react.
"I hope that she will see we had
her well being at heart and that
we all cared that an injustice was
not committed against her, a victim."
Edgar, a second-term Republican, had refused clemency to all
six men who were executed since
he took office in 1991.
In a statement, Edgar said that
while the evidence did not support a battered woman defense,
the circumstances surrounding
the case did not merit the death
penalty.
"Guinevere Garcia should
never be free again, but I have
concluded that the punishment
decreed for her was not typical,"
Edgar said. "Horrible as was her
crime, it was an offense comparable to those judges and jurors
have determined over and over
again should not be punishable
by death."

CBS executive under fire
for alleged racial slurs
Network promises to take "appropriate action 55
Scott Williams
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - CBS promises
"appropriate action" if it confirms that a network executive
suggested that blacks are a key
late-night audience because they
don't have to get up to go to work
and have short attention spans.
John Pike, head of the network's late-night programming,
denied making the remarks attributed to him in the February
issue of Details magazine.
The story in Details was about
a comedy troupe's travails in
making a Halloween special for
CBS. The author, David Lipsky,
reported that the remarks came
at Pike's first meeting with the
troupe's producers.
Lipsky acknowledged he was
not at that meeting but said
Pike's comments were related to
him by others who were.

and hopes the allegations are not
true," said CBS Entertainment
President Leslie Moonves. "If
they do prove to be true, the
company will take appropriate
action."
Gil Schwartz, CBS senior vice
president for communications,
would not elaborate on what "appropriate action" could encompass.
Pike, who is white, told the
trade paper Variety that he had
urged the producers to make
sure the Halloween special appealed to minority viewers. He
said his remarks were "taken out
of context by a reporter who was
not even in the room."

and stands by its story.
Steven Starr, a producer for
the comedy troupe who was at
the meeting with Pike, refused to
comment.
Just last week, CBS fired golf
analyst Ben Wright for complaining eight months earlier that lesbians were turning women's golf
into a "butch game."
In 1990, "60 Minutes" commentator Andy Rooney was suspended by CBS for three months over
racially insensitive remarks he
allegedly mide in a magazine
interview. Rooney denied making the slur.

Pete Yost
The Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) Besieged by questions over her
role in Whitewater and the
White House travel office firings, Hillary Rodham Clinton
said today she is prepared to
testify before Congress but
hasn't discussed it with the
president.
"I will do whatever it takes
to cooperate," she said in an
interview on NBC's "Today"
show.
Comparing testifying before
the Senate Whitewater Committee to having her teeth drilled, Mrs. Clinton said, "I can't
imagine anything worse, especially since you have no idea
what the questions are. These
people think they can come out
of left field, or more likely
right field, and ask me anything."
Asked if President Clinton
recommends she testify, she
replied: "I don't know. I haven't really asked him about
that. His attitude is just keep
telling what happened."
Mrs. Clinton embarked on a
10-city tour to promote her
book on children's issues. In
Little Rock, her first stop, she
was greeted at the airport by
signs expressing support for
her, and she spoke briefly at
Arkansas Children's Hospital.
"Nothing is more important
than our children," she said
later at a gathering in a hotel.
"I hope I can get that message
out despite all the storm about
Whitewater."
Earlier, the first lady also
said she has no reason to apologize for her conduct. While
acknowledging she has made
mistakes, she said "I don't have

Danny Johnston/The Af socuitcd Prcia

First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton speaks to the crowd at a
Little Rock fundraiser for Arkansas Children's Hospital on
Tuesday. Mrs. Clinton began a book tour for "It Takes a Village"
In Little Rock.

anything to be disappointed in"
and added she expects the
American people will believe
her after hearing all the evidence.
In several pre-tour interviews in the past few days, the
first lady has been quizzed at
length about her role in the
controversies, particularly

disclosures in the past couple
of weeks: the emergence of
long-sought records outlining
her work for the savings and
loan owned by her Whitewater
business partner and a memo
asserting she was the power
behind the travel office firings.
See HILLARY, page fix.

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...

In 1988, CBS fired football analyst Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder
Details Managing Editor Lisa for saying that blacks had been
Murray said the magazine "bred from slavery" to make bet"checked things extensively" ter athletes.

MID AM MANOR

Pike, Lipsky wrote, "flatly explains that research shows there
are three reasons why AfricanAmericans are an important part
of the late-night demographic:
First, they have no place to go in
the morning-no jobs-so they can
stay up as late as they like; second, they can't follow hour long
drama shows-no attention spanso sketches are perfect for them;
third, network TV is free."

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year

"CBS finds these alleged
statements to be reprehensible

Ml Third st. Apt. 4, !».(.. Resident Manager 352-4380

• NOW RENTING*
[996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heal
and water included, air conditioning

Have you picked up your

1995 KEY YEARBOOK?
If you ordered a yearbook, or would like to
purchase one stop by 28 West
Hall or call 372-8086

^e&ffi
get in touch with State Farm.
Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'U enjoy
the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training. Stateof-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Plenty of room jo grow. And you'll enjoy
Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with the social, cultural and recreational activities
afforded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write Mary Holman, Assistant Director Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.
State Firm Insurance Companies - Home Offices: Bloomington. Illinois ■ An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Leaders
hope for
peace in
Mid-East

exchange
deadlines approach
Samir Krilic
The Associated Press
SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - For the second
time in two days, a planned
prisoner release collapsed today,
casting doubt over whether the
first major deadline of Bosnia's
peace accord can be met by
week's end.
Under the Dec. 14 accord, all
three sides have until Friday to
pull their troops out of a buffer
zone surrounding front lines and
release all prisoners of war. Friday is also the deadline for all
foreign soldiers who helped the
warring factions to leave the
country.
Officials with the NATO-led
force enforcing the peace deal
said they expected the withdrawals to be completed on
schedule and that the removal of
foreign forces was making good
progress too.
They warned that failure to
carry out the planned prisoner
releases would set back the
peace plan. Prisoner swaps were

meant to demonstrate the will for
reconciliation among Bosnia's
hostile factions.
"This has not been a terribly
good week," said U.S. Navy Capt.
Mark van Dyke of the NATO-led
force.
A swap involving about 900
prisoners was to have begun
Monday but was thwarted by
persistent enmity and government demands that the Serbs account for nearly 25,000 missing
people.
With the government balking,
the Serbs and Croats also held
back their prisoners.
"There were no good signs that
it would work today If it didn't
work yesterday," Laurent Fellay
of the International Committee
of the Red Cross said in the
northern city of Tuzla.
Nine prisoners were to have
been released today on the front
line north of Gradacac, 25 miles
northwest of Tuzla. Seventeen
others were to have been
released at Sarajevo airport, but
that also appeared to have fallen
through.

Jack Katzenell
The Associated Press

Rick Bowmcr/AP Pholo

NATO peacekeeper Sgt. Ezekiel Davis, of Montgomery, Ala., of the U.S. 1st Armored Division,
plays football Tuesday In Gradacac, Bosnia. Gradacac is located 43 miles from Tuzla.

Russians battle rebels to free hostages
The Associated Press
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PERVOMAYSKAYA, Russia Russian troops backed by tanks
and helicopter gunships battled
with Chechen separatists today
in an attempt to wipe out the rebels and free dozens of hostages
held in this destroyed village.
A group of Chechen fighters
tried to come to the rebels' aid
but Russian warplanes attacked
their trucks 10 miles southeast of
Pervomayskaya, said Yevgeny
Ryabtsev of the Interior Ministry
in Moscow.
The trucks were destroyed and
about 150 rebels were believed to
have been killed, he said. There
was no independent confirmation.
The boom of tank fire rang out
across frost-covered fields on the
second day of intense street
fighting in Pervomayskaya, a
tiny village in the southern republic of Dagestan just short of
Chechnya's border. Despite
snow, helicopter gunships went

up to fire rockets at the remaining rebels.
Russian troops brought out 24
people from Pervomayskaya
since Monday, but the fate of the
majority of the 100 or so hostages
remained unclear.
In the Chechen capital, Grozny,
unknown assailants reportedly
seized about 30 workers at an
electric power plant early today,
the ITAR-Tass news agency
quoted a government official as
saying.
Alexander Zdanovich of the
Federal Security Service said a
special task force was investigating the report that workers were
captured and taken away on
buses to an unknown destination.
The Interior Ministry in Moscow said 60 rebels were killed, 15
seriously wounded and an unspecified number captured on Monday. Four Russian servicemen
were killed, and at least 20 were
wounded during two days of
fighting. One of the dead was Col.

Andrei Krestyaninov, command- seized them a week ago.
"My daughter is in there," he
er of an Interior Ministry rapid
cried "I cant leave."
reaction unit, Ryabtsev said.
Reporters were not allowed to
Maj. Gen. Alexander Mikhai- talk to the freed hostages.
In Moscow, lawmakers meetlov, a spokesman for the Federal
Security Service, said Russian ing in their first session since
troops have brought out two do- Dec. 17 elections gave mixed rezen people from Pervomayskaya views to the government's hanMost were hostages, but at least dling of the hostage crisis. The
two were journalists who appar- public also appeared divided.
ently became trapped when the
battle began.
A poll of Moscow residents on
Monday found that 44 percent of
Some hostages apparently ran those asked thought the Russian
to other buildings In the confu- government handled the crisis
sion of Monday's attack and were correctly, while 36 percent
later found by Russian troops. thought it did not. The survey by
The dazed former captives were the VTSIOM polling agency had a
held under guard in a nearby margin of error of 3 percent.
village and interrogated to make
The hostage crisis began Jan. 9
sure they were not rebels posing
when the rebels slipped past boras hostages.
der guards and seized up to 3,000
One man was distraught as hostages in Kizlyar to dramatize
Russian authorities loaded the their demand for a Russian troop
hostages onto a bus that took withdrawal from Chechnya At
them to Kizlyar, the Dagestanl least 40 people were killed In
city where Chechen fighters fighting in Kizlyar.

JERUSALEM - Vice President
Al Gore said today he was optimistic Israel and Syria could
reach a breakthrough in peace
talks this year and pledged U.S.
support for Israel as it "takes
risks for
peace."
Speaking
after a meeting
with Prime
Minister Shimon Peres,
Gore said his
visit to Israel
was Intended to
Gore
"reaffirm
America's
ironclad commitment to Israel's
security and well-being" as It
makes concessions for peace, including a troop withdrawal from
the Golan Heights.
A recent shuttle to the region
by U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher was "extremely
productive!' Gore said.
"Although time is short, I am
convinced that with courage,
creativity and commitment, we
can achieve a breakthrough this
year," he said.
Peres said the United States
had taken a more active role recently in the Israel-Syria talks,
including offering compromise
proposals.
In Damascus, the Syrian capital, a senior Syrian official said
today that his country wants the
peace talks to succeed. But he
charged the Jewish state was
continuing to be "evasive."
Abdullah al-Ahmar, assistant
secretary-general of the ruling
Arab Baath Socialist Party, told a
labor conference Syria "Is fully
keen to make the peace process a
success and to bring it to its
hoped-for target."
Israeli officials have said a
breakthrough would have to
come soon If the two countries
are to agree on a draft for a
peace agreement before fall
elections in Israel and the United
States.

HILLARY
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Continued from page five.
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Why renl from Newlove Rentals?
*
*
*
*

No parental guarantees
Full lime maintenance
Duplexes 4 Houses Avail.
Summer leases

•
*
*
•

Some locations permit pets
Full time office staff
9 4 12 Month leases
Brochures available

NHWiVVb
Rentals

J some locations to choose from:
507 E. Merry - 2 Bdrm, furnished, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
520 E. Reed : 2 Bdrm, Casablanca Fan. ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
801-803 Fifth : Great Prices with FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
309 High : FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER & CLOSE TO CAMPUS
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES : 1 Bdrms, various locations!
222 & 228 S. College i 1 Bdrm, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
725 Ninth : 1 Bdrm, FREE WATER & SEWER!
125 - 131 Clay : 1 & 2 Bdrms, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER & CLOSE TO CITY PARK

328 S. Main
Our Onlv Office
352-5620

A federal grand Jury is investigating the belated discovery
of her law firm billing records,
according to a source who spoke
Monday on condition of anonymity.
Additionally, in Washington
the Senate Whitewater Committee was preparing to extend its
yearlong investigation two or
three months past its current
Feb. 29 deadline, meaning it will
continue well Into the election
year.
.
i
Even before Mrs. Clinton left
Washington, Republicans raised
questions about her use of an Air

Force plane to ferry her to Arkansas and then to Michigan, Illinois, New York and Massachusetts to promote her book.
The White House said the Secret Service had recommended
the government plane for security reasons and said that her publisher, Simon & Schuster, would
reimburse the government at the
rate of first-class tickets and pay
for her accommodations.
While discussing her book, "It
Takes a Village and Other Lessons Children Teach Us," in a
radio interview Monday, the first
lady offered an explanation
about the purge of travel office
employees.

Ki'cwstcrs IN Mir House
presents
Wednesday

Wednesday

Jan. 24

THANKS BGSU!

7 p.m. lo
10 p.m.

7 p.m. to
10 p.m.

Tickets

Tickets

199o Begins UPTOWN 's 17th Vear Serving BGSU.
lo
COUPON

UPTOWN
21 & Over NO COVER
Thursday, Friday, Saturday ONLY

(or)
$1.00 ADMISSION Under 21
Thursday, Friday, Saturday ONLY

1I

The largest dance floor around!
The best lights and best sound!
Now reduced cover on weekends and
Now serving 20 oz. beers upstairs!
* Don't forget*
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BG women host Eastern tonight
Steve Wlldmin
The BG News
Tonight, Anderson Arena will
be the test site to see if the Falcons have gotten over their turnover problems that have plagued
them this season. The BG women
take on the Eastern Michigan
Eagles at 7:30 p.m.
The opening four MidAmerican Conference games
have been a rollercoater for the
Falcons. The highs have been few
turnovers against Western and
Central Michigan resulting In a
Bowling Green win. The lows being performances vs. Kent and
Ohio University where the Falcons averaged between 25-28
turnovers a game.
Tonight, Eastern Michigan will

be the first attempt to see If the
Falcons can stay on higher, turnover-free ground.
"Eastern Michigan is a chance
to get started again," BG head
coach Jaci Clark said. "It Is our
chance to start putting in good
games back to back, and continue
to put in good game day in day
out."
There is one thing that Clark
wants to start seeing more of In
her team: Consistency.
"I think that our defensive intensity has picked up when we
played Western and Central
Michigan," Clark said. "At OU it
wasn't consistent, it came and it
went It got us in a hole.
"Offensively, I am concerned
that we can be consistent. If we
are, we can get shots at the bas-

ket. When we have so many turnovers, we dont get the oppurtunitles to shoot. We are a good
shooting team, so avoiding the
turnovers will give us more
chances to put points on the
board."
Besides turnovers, the Falcons
have looked good on offense.
They have been averaging four
players scoring in double figures
the last five games. Sara Puthoff,
Michelle Terry, Brooke Belcher,
Charlotta Jones and Chrissy Billiter have come up big in the last
five games. One or two Falcons
have not had to carry the
offensive load.
"We definitely need more than
one person to score and Sara
[Puthoff]dld that early for us,"
Clark said. "I think Michelle

Terry and Charlotta [Jones] have
really stepped up their games,
and they have probably become
our three most consistent players
right now. Chrissy Billiter is doing a nice job coming off the
bench."
A win against Eastern Michigan will keep the Falcons in the
race to end the MAC season near
the top of the conference. A high
finish In the MAC will assure the
Falcons a chance to host a quarterfinal game in the MAC tournament
The Eagles are coming into this
contest looking at the same goal.
Falcon Notes

The BG Hcwt/Scott Brown

■ The game will be broadcast locally by Guard Sara Puthof f will lead the Falcon women against EMU tonight
student radio station 88 I FM-WBGU
at 7:30 at Anderson Arena.

Track
teams
perform
solid

Key early
MAC game
awaits BG
Scott Brown
The BG News
How big can the fifth game
of the Mid-American Conference schedule be?
For Bowling Green, huge.
The Falcons visit MAC
front-runner Eastern Michigan tonight. At 3-1 and behind
the undefeated Eagles in the
early-season standings. Bowling Green can establish themselves as a serious contender
with a victory on the road.
Junior guard Jay Larranaga
realizes the game's Importance.
"I think all our road games
right now are important, especially playing against who's
playing the best right now In
the league," Larranaga said. "I
think it will be a good way for
us to judge how good we are
actually playing."
The Falcons have played
rather well the past three
games - three and a half,
even. Only a disasterous first
half against Western Michigan
in the MAC opener separates
BG from a 4-0 loop start.
But the Eagles provide a tall
order for the Falcons tonight
(7 p.m. tip, WBVI-FM 96.7).
They enter the game as the
hottest team in the MAC and
one of the hottest in the country at 11-1 overall and 4-0 In
the conference.
"Eastern Michigan Is the
fastest team In the league,"
said BG coach Jim Larranaga
"I haven't seen everybody, but
if someone's faster than them,
they are really In the fast
lane."
The Eagles average 86.8
points a game, easily the most
among MAC teams. Their de-

William Sanderson
The BG News

"Defense wins.
Defensive
conversion will be
the single most
important factor of
this game."

The Bowling Green track
teams have already started their
respective indoor seasons, before the students even got back
to their classes. Both mens and
womens teams were at the
Eastern Michigan Open, where
they turned in solid perform'

Jim Larranaga
BG head coach

■ Central Michigan players
suspended, page nine
■ Falcon notes, page eight
fense Isnt too shabby, either they are second at 64.3 per
game. Four of their starters
average in double figures,
with the guard tandem of
Brian Tolbert and Earl Boykins averaging 19.4 and 14.6,
respectively.
So defensively, the Falcons
have their work cut out for
them.
"Earl Boykins, Brian Tolbert and Derrick Dial (13.5
PP8) give them the fastest athletes at the 1-2-3 positions that
I've seen in the conference
since Clinton Venable, Joe
Moore and Michael Juger
played for us, and that was
five or six years ago."
The key to shutting down
the Eagle attack centers
around shutting down Tolbert,
an All-MAC preseason selection. The assignment of guarding Tolbert will fall on the
younger Larranaga.
See FALCONS, page eight.

The BG News/Scolt Brown

Bowling Green's Antonio Daniels (10) skies for a rebound. He is third on the Falcon team in scoring at
14.7 per game.

Falcons' top runner, AllAmerican senior Scott Thompson, soared his way to a win in
the 55 meter hurdles with a time
of 7.34. That run bettered his
1994 NCAA provisional qualifying time of 7.39.
Thompson was also a wide
receiver for the football team
last fall.
The women's team also had a
winner in Ypsllanti, Mich, home
of Eastern Michigan University.
Junior Nikki Sturzinger took
first place In the shot put. Her
best traveled 43 feet, four and
1/4 inches. Teammate Heather
Nordgren came in second with 42
feet, 11 and 3/4 Inches.
Nordgren also set a new school
record for the 20 lb. throw when
she threw for 42 feet, four and
1/4 inches. The 20 lb. throw is a .
recently recognized event for the'
women,and as such the record
Nordgren broke was her own.
Other top placers for the men
were: Tim Arndt, Travis Downey, Alex Sprague, Mike Freeman, Eric Holmes, Michael
Shoales, and Tom Williams.
Women placers Include: Kaleitha
Johnson, Michelle Mueller, Nikki
Litz, and Julie Brueggemeier.
The men are coached by Sid
Sink, who has been with Bowling
Green since 1985. Sink looks op^
timistically at this team's future.
"We feel we're one of the best
See TRACK, page eight:

Browns fans swarm NFL meetings
Paul Newberry
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - Waving dog bones
and chanting "no team, no
peace," hundreds of Browns fans
descended on an NFL meeting
Tuesday to demand that their beloved franchise remain in Cleveland. The owners, however, were
not expected to vote on owner
Art Modell's plan to move the
team to Baltimore.
NFL spokesman Joe Browne
said the owners would not have
enough time in Atlanta to properly consider the issue and Commissioner Paul Tagliabue was not
expected to make a formal recommendation.
"I think It's highly unlikely that
we'll have a vote on the Browns
at this meeting," Browne said.
Cleveland Mayor Michael R.
White led a caravan to the airport
hotel where Modell was expected
to make his case to a league
committee Tuesday evening. The

entire group of owners will meet
Wednesday to hear from Modell
and those In Cleveland opposed
to the move, which is being challenged In court and under league
rules. The move would require
approval from 23 of the 30
owners.
"We've come to tell them that
in this age of sky boxes and club
seats and free parking and free
concessions and multimilliondollar deals for free agents and
domes and new stadiums ... your
best asset is the fans," White told
fans who took a 16-hour bus ride
from Cleveland.
While the owners were not expected to vote on the Browns
move, they may take an Informal
poll to see where they stand for a
vote at a later meeting.
White, Ohio Gov. George Volnovich and city business leaders
will address the owners. Including Modell, In a one-hour session
Wednesday. Modell then will get
an hour to explain to his col-

leagues how he has lost millions
of dollars in Cleveland with a
team that consistently sold out its
stadium.
The Save Our Browns Committee collected 2.2 million signatures from fans on petitions that
were hauled Into the hotel on
luggage carts and placed on the
floor of the lobby for the owners
to see as they checked in.
"The Cleveland Browns are my
life," said Paul Serbu, a season
ticketholder from Dayton, Ohio,
who was decked out in a full
Browns uniform, including the
helmet. "This is morally wrong."
Last week, media reports indicated that Cleveland officials
were considering a compromise
that would require Modell to
leave the Browns' name and
colors In Cleveland. White's office denied a compromise that
could lead to another team coming to Cleveland was being dis-

cussed.

Tampa Bay, Seattle, Cincinnati
and Arizona, all unhappy with
their current stadiums, have
been mentioned as possible candidates for relocation. Voters in
November approved a $175 million renovation of Cleveland Stadium.
"The biggest issue, first of all,
is we'd like to keep our Browns,"
said former Cleveland running
back Greg Prultt, who accompanied the delegation to Atlanta.
"But realistically, we have to
look at It like it's the Cleveland
Browns name and the Cleveland
Browns history that we're fighting for."
White insisted that he will demand nothing less than the franchise remaining In the city, and
The Associated
rcw Innc-rarlQ
other Browns supporters said the
NFL should demand that Modell Cleveland mayor Michael R. White (left) In cong ratulated by
sell the team to someone who Dawg" (98) John Thompson. Hundreds of Browns supporters are in
Atlanta picketing the NFL owners' meeting.
would keep it in Cleveland.
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Wilkinson
convicted
of abuse
charges

Camby expected
out two weeks
Howard Ulman
The Associated Press
WORCESTER, Mass. - No. 1
Massachusetts should survive
the immediate future without its
No. 1 player but could be in trouble if Marcus Camby misses
more than two weeks.
Camby, who collapsed Sunday
before a game against St. Bonaventure in Olean, N.Y.. rested in
a hospital room Tuesday while
his teammates returned to practice.
There was a news blackout on
Camby at University of Massachusetts Medical Center, where
he was taken Monday for tests.
Coach John Calipari closed
Tuesday's practice as 6-foot-8
Inus Norville and 6-7 Tyrone
Weeks prepared to replace the
6-11 Camby, one of the nation's
best players, in Wednesday

night's home game against Rhode
Island.
"What makes us a great team is
that if one guy goes down another
steps up," Weeks said. "Coach
always asks who's going to step
up and, in the last game, it was
me."
Unbeaten Massachusetts won
65-52 as Weeks had career highs
of 15 points and 12 rebounds.
Weeks said he expected Norville
to start Wednesday.
There was no word on how long
Camby would be hospitalized, although a series of tests before
Tuesday found no heart abnormalities and left doctors uncertain what caused the collapse
after Camby had warmed up for
Sunday's game. Camby was unresponsive for about 10 minutes.
On Monday, team physician

John Nolan
The Associated Press

See CAMBY, page nine.

TRACK
Continued from page seven.

teams in the MAC. Us, Ball State,
and Eastern Michigan are all
very good."
The women are coached by
sixth-year man Steve Price. According to Price, Kaleitha Johnson, a junior from Lima, is one of
the Falcons' top runners. Senior
cross country runner Tracy Losi
is one of their top middle distance runners. Losi, along with
the rest of the Falcon cross country team, qualified for the NCAA
meet last fall.
The Falcons' women are also
looking toward highly touted
freshmen, Jody Rafferty and

Becky Barnett. Rafferty, from
Celina, was the Ohio High School
High Jumping Champion. Barnett, from Wheelersburg, was
one of the top all-around female
runners.
This weekend will be the first
of two home Indoor meets the
Falcons will host this year. This
Saturday, the men will compete
against athletes from Western
Michigan, Akron, Ball State, and
Flndlay. The women will face the
same teams except for Western
Michigan.
The first events take place at
10:30 a_m. at the BGSU Fieldhouse. Admission is free for BG
students.

The Associated Prcss/Mlkc Danlcli
Cincinnati Bengal tackle Dan Wilkinson (right) faces the court with pregnant girlfriend Shawn da LamarrTuesdan.

FALCONS
Continued from page seven.

"There really are a lot of good
guards this year in the league,"
Jay Larranaga said. "Every
night, we need to be ready to
guard a good player like Brian
Tolbert. I'm just going to go out
and try to play hard defense."
Tolbert lit up the Falcons for 32
points in a game last season at
Bowling Green with Larranaga in

his face for most of the night. BG
halted Eastern's 4-0 MAC start a
year ago with an overtime victory in that memorable game.
And the Falcons feel they are
on somewhat of a roll, having
won three in a row over MAC
foes Kent, Central Michigan and
Ohio.
"I think we feel like we are
playing in the right direction,"
Jay Larranaga said. "We just

need to keep improving and keep
playing hard defense. I think we
need to focus on our rebounding,
which was kind of a problem our
last game."
Ohio outrebounded the Falcons
43-27 on Saturday with starting
center Dayon Ninkovic on the
sidelines with an ankle injury.
Ninkovic will be on the sidelines
again tonight - he may not return
until the end of the month - fore-

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

ing freshman center Jake Holmes to step up once again.
The Falcon post players were
plagued by foul trouble against
the Bobcats, a problem they can
ill-afford against the wellrounded Eagles.
"Theron Wilson and James
Head give [EMU] some pretty
good post players, too," Coach
Larranaga said. "It's not just
their perimeter. I think that's the
primary reason they are off to
such a great start."
Eastern prefers the transition
type of game -- "They turn it into
a track meet," Coach Larranaga
says - as does the Falcons. Larranaga says he does not think his
team can run the whole game but
will instead pick and choose their
spots to run.
Defense, again, will be the key.
"Their transition game and our
transition game have some simi-

larities, but they've taken it to
the next step," Coach Larranaga
said. "Defense wins. Defensive
conversion will be the single
most important factor in this
game."
Bowling Green holds a slim
31-29 edge in the all-time series.
The Falcons have not won in Ypsilanti since 1992-93.
Falcon Nolcs
■ Turnovers, or the lack ot Ihem, have
been a strong pom! lor the Falcons the
past week They combined lor just 14
miscues in last week's wins over Central
Michigan and Ohio
■ Senior guard Shane Komives will
again contribute from the bench in tonights game Alter his 16-point effort
against Ohio, Komives is only 36 points
shy of the 1,000 point plateau
■ Freshman guard DeMar Moore
should play a key role coming off the
bench for the Falcons against EMU's talented frontcourt Moore is averaging 9 6
points in just over 22 minutes per game

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
.■..iiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
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CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati
Bengals defensive lineman Dan
Wilkinson was convicted today of
hitting his pregnant girlfriend
and given a suspended six-month
jail sentence.
Wilkinson, 22, pleaded no
contest to a charge of domestic
violence, which carries a sixmonth sentence and a $1,000 fine.
"I deeply regret what happened," the 6-foot 4, 315-pound
lineman said in a statement he
read to reporters after the hearing. "There can never, ever be a
good reason for one spouse to hit
another."
He wouldn't comment further.
Hamilton County Municipal
Judge Dennis Helmick also fined
Wilkinson
$200 and ordered
him to make 20 appearances to
high school audiences to discuss
domestic violence. He also must
pay $53 in court costs.
Helmick said he would consider a defense request that Wilkinson's work with his Big Daddy
Foundation could be counted
toward the community service
requirement. Wilkinson, whose
nickname is Big Daddy, established the foundation to encourage high school students to stay
in school.
Assistant Hamilton County
Prosecutor Seth Tieger (pronounced TEE'guhr) and defense
lawyer Hal Arenstein asked the
judge not to send Wilkinson to
jail. The victim, Shawnda Lamarr, 20, said she did not want to
prosecute Wilkinson or see him
go to jail.
She Is due to give birth to the
couple's first child on March 11.
Helmick noted that under
Ohio's domestic violence law, it
is up to the state, not the victim,
to decide how a case should be
handled. But Helmick said he
would note that Lamarr did not
want Wilkinson prosecuted.
The charge was filed after a
Sept. 13 argument at the couple's
home. Lamarr was four months
pregnant at the time. She was
treated at a local hospital and
released.
Police have said they do not
know why the couple was arguing.
A judge ordered Wilkinson to
stay away from Lamarr. The order was rescinded at Lamarr's
request. She said she and Wilkinson wanted to work out their
problems.
Wilkinson issued a statement
in September asking people to
leave him alone while he and Lamarr try to resolve their differences.
The former Ohio State star,
originally from Dayton, Is the
Bengals' second-highest paid
player. His base salary was
$1,206,300 last season.

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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353-0988
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19 & Over

104 S. Main

GIVE SMOKING
A KICK
IN THE BUTT.

Welcome Back Students!

BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
157 N. Main St., B.G. (Across From Uptown)
We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit Cards

Bowling Green's Only
Full-line Photo Store

Phone 353-4244

1 hr Film Processing
Cameras
Film - Lenses
Batteries

Double Your Prints
Free!
Offer good ot Ihe time of delivery on standard
3 1/2* tin prinh from 110, Disc, 126, or
35mm (C-41 process), 12, 15, 24 or 36
exposures rolls. This offer not valid wiffi any
other special. Limit on* roll per coupon.
exp. 1-30-96

Need A Camera For Class?

15% DISCOUNT
On all Darkroom
supplies for Students
in Photo Class!

Check out our used
camera department
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Gretzky's
future
still not
certain

Buckeyes happy
to be home again
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Three games
Into a grueling Big Ten Conference schedule, Ohio State's
young Buckeyes want nothing
more than to stay close to home.
They'll get that chance this
week, with games Wednesday
night against Northwestern and
Saturday night with Minnesota in
St. John Arena.
"We've talked all along about
how Important it is to win at
home In the conference," Ohio
State coach Randy Ayers said.
"From a confidence standpoint,
we need to get back into a
groove."
The Buckeyes, featuring
freshmen as five of the top six
scorers, started out by winning
seven of their first eight games.
Since then, they have lost four in
a row, including three games to
open conference play.
Unbeaten Penn State hung a
72-69 setback on Ohio State at St
John on Jan. 3. Last week, the
Buckeyes played like homesick
kids hi falling at Indiana 89-67
and at Iowa 81-53.
Over those three games, Ohio
State shot 40 percent from the
field (28 percent from 3-point
range) and was outrebounded by
a 40-31 average.
The Buckeyes have been off
for the last seven days, giving
them time to think about things.
"Now we've had our week off,"
Ayers said. "We dont get another
one until February, so now is the

time we need to get Into a flow
and try to make some progress
over the next couple of weeks."
The timing is right. Northwestern (5-7 overall) is also winless in three Big Ten starts and
hasn't won in St. John since 1977.
The Wildcats are 4-78 on the road
In the conference during the last
decade.
Minnesota (9-7) is 1-3 in the
conference. The Gophers have
lost 10 of their last 11 games in
Columbus and are 15-63 on the
road In the Big Ten during the
last 10 years.
"This is a very important week
for us," said senior forward Rick
Yudt. "It could be the most important stretch in our season. We
have the chance to establish our
home court again and get ourselves in a winning mode again."
Ohio State has won two of Its
last two of its last 22 conference
games. But both were at home,
against Northwestern and Minnesota last season.
Next week, the Buckeyes return to the road for games at Illinois and Purdue - traditionally
two of the most difficult places
for Ohio State teams to play.
"If we can get these two victories at home, we can get right
back in the Big Ten race,"
freshman point guard Damon
Stringer said. "It's good to get
back to where we have the crowd
on our side. Hopefully, we can
get a victory, and, if we can get
two victories, that should really
help our confidence."

CMU players suspended
The Associated Press
MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich. Three more Central Michigan
players have been suspended for
their role In a lockerroom fight
that left Mike Walker with a
broken Jaw, Central Michigan
coach Leonard Drake said Tuesday.
On Sunday, Drake suspended
Ryan Holmes indefinitely for hitting Walker. On Tuesday, he said
both Holmes and Walker would
be off the team for the season.
Drake also suspended Vince
Edwards and Thomas Kllgore for
five games. He said their status
will be reviewed after that.
The fight occurred after the

Chippewas' 81-76 loss Saturday
night to Eastern Michigan.
"The whole episode is extremely unfortunate, yet I'm not
convinced it Isn't something we
can't get past," Drake said. "At
this stage, we're taking steps we
feel are necessary for our team
to work through this episode."
Drake declined to give details
of the fight.
"It appears to have come out of
tensions after a hard-fought
game," he said. "We're dealing
with it internally and going on
from here."

Beth Harris
The Associated Press

The Associated Press/Erie Droter
New Phoenix Suns coach Cotton FiUsimmons is greeted by team president and owner Jerry Colangelo
Tuesday following the firing of coach Paul Westphal.

Suns fire Westphal
Fitzsimmons named new Phoenix coach
Mel Relsner
The Associated Press
PHOENIX - Coach Paul
Westphal, his Phoenix Suns
under .500 and hampered by injuries to key players, was fired
today and replaced by his mentor and former Suns coach Cotton Fitzsimmons.
"The injuries that we sustained have taken their toll and
as a result we got to a point
where I believe it was time to
shuffle the cards - to make the
change - before the season was
over," owner and president
Jerry Colangelo said during a
news conference at America
West Arena
Westphal, a former Suns star
who returned to Phoenix for
the 1992-93 season, coached the
club to 59 victories and the

Central Michigan visits Ball
State on Wednesday.

Pacific Division title last year.
This year the Suns (14-19) have
been plagued by injuries to
Charles Barkley and Danny
Manning and have lost seven of
their last 10 games.
Fitzsimmons, the Suns' vice
president and TV-radio color
analyst, will guide the Suns for
the third time. Fitzsimmons,
65, put together a 217-111 record from 1988-1992 and a
97-67 record from 1970-72.
"I really look forward to the
challenge because I do see a
light at the end of the tunnel,"
he said. "I do think this team Is
capable of playing good basketball ball and winning."
The coaching change was
bittersweet for Fitzsimmons,
who brought Westphal in as an
assistant and spent four years
grooming him for the job.

CAMBY
Continued from p.ige eight.

James Ralph and UMass physician Daniel Clapp said it would
be at least 10 days to two weeks
before Camby plays.
Those two weeks are probably
the easiest part of a tough schedule for the Minutemen. Camby's
absence could help the team develop some much-needed depth
as Weeks and Norville play more.
Their 14-0 record includes six
wins over teams ranked as high
as No. 1 when the games were
played. Of their 15 remaining opponents before the Atlantic 10
tournament, only No. 11 Virginia
Tech - is ranked.
Their next five games are
against Rhode Island (9-4), Duquesne (5-8), Pittsburgh (8-3), St.
Bonaventure (5-7) and Fordham

(2-9).
Rhode Island lost by seven
points to Dayton, a team Massachusetts beat by 20.
"We're playing them in their
gym. Their people will be pumped up," Rhode Island coach Al
Skinner said. "They definitely
have the mindset and ability to
play well without him."
He said the Minutemen are a
Top 10 team without Camby but
wouldn't win the national championship if the 21-year-old junior
misses the rest of the season.
"You can't remove a player
that good (and) in a short period
of time expect to make those kind
of strides," Skinner said. "You've
done too much with him and developing your offense around

him to change it now."
No one has suggested publicly
tnat Camby might miss the rest
of the season.
The competition stiffens in a
six-game stretch starting Feb. 1
at Temple (7-6 overall and 4-0 in
the Atlantic 10). Massachusetts
has two games against Temple
and one against Virginia Tech in
that span.
Camby, an intimidating shot
blocker, is averaging 20.9 points
and 7.5 rebounds and is a likely
lottery pick if he enters this
year's draft.
"Everybody will have to give a
little more to fill the void," guard
Carmelo Travieso said. "That's
saying a lot because Marcus does
so much."

"I look forward to the challenge, but I'm not necessarily
glad to be here," Fitzsimmons
said, adding that he had nothing but praise for Westphal.
"If any of you want to ask me
any negative questions about
Paul and his coaching ... don't
do it with me."
Fitzsimmons will not be an
Interim coach, Colangelo said.
"He is the new head coach of
the Phoenix Suns. At some
point in the future, we'll determine whether or not there's
going to be a coaching change,
and I have no idea so dont ask
me what that means. He is the
new coach of the Phoenix Suns,
period," he said.
Players were told of the
move before their scheduled
practice.

INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Wayne
Gretzky's future in Los Angeles
remained uncertain Tuesday
after his agent and team owners
discussed a contract extension,
that would keep him with the
Kings.
General manager Sam McMaster called the talks "productive."
"We discussed many things,
including a contract extension,
for Wayne, but there is no timetable as to when such an exten-.
sion may be completed," McMaster said during a brief news conference.
McMaster said talks would resume sometime after Saturday's
All-Star game, in which Gretzky ■
will start at center in his 15th AllStar appearance.
McMaster was Joined In Tuesday's negotiations by Gretzky's
agent, Michael Barnett, and
Robert Sanderman, a top associate of the team co-owner, Philip
Anschutz.
Gretzky was not available for'
comment until after Tuesday'
night's game with Calgary.
Gretzky, who turns 35 next
week. Is pressuring Kings management to acquire a top veteran
who could help win the Stanley
Cup or he will leave next summer
as a free agent.
The NHL's leading career
scorer has said he needs to see
action soon, and not just prom>
ises.
"Well, sometimes things cant
happen as quickly In this hockey
world as one might want/'
McMaster said. "The Los Angeles Kings are reacting, hopefully,
as quickly and possibly as expertly as we can."
Previously, Gretzky has
avoided going public with his
demands. But he is in the final
year of a contract that will pay
him $6.5 million this season, and
has taken the opportunity to tall
the Kings they must commit 0>
winning now if he is to remain jn
Los Angeles.

NEED MORE SPACE IN YOUR ROOM?
Rent a University approved loft from

SPACE SAVERS
and maximize your living space.
Also renting refrigerators and sweater boards.
call Collegiate Connection at 352-8333 and place your order
S Soecial While
•i Quantities Last:
I • Ig. refrigerator
I (3.1 Cubic)
§.. $65.00 for the year
i • sm. refrigerator
|
(1.5 Cubic)
$35.00 for the year
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Summer and Fall 1996 Summer and Fall 1996 Summer

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

8

See You At The Housing Fair!

Winthrop Terrace
Apartments
Now accepting
Applications and Deposits for
Summer and Fall 1996!
Featuring:
\

• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 Bedroom
Furn./ Unfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths
Li 3 Great Locations
call 352-9135 for
-<*»_ more information

Summer and Fall 1996 Summer and Fall 1996 Summer
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Interleague play discussed at baseball owners' meeting
Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Interleague
play, perhaps the most revolutionary change in baseball
since the lively ball, appeared to

be gaining support Tuesday as
owners started arriving for the
winter meetings.
Philadelphia Phillies BUI Giles
had proposed a schedule in which
teams would each play 15-16
interleague games that count in

the standings starting in 1997.
"It's building up momentum,"
Atlanta Braves general manager
John Schuerholz said. "It's a subject that's been talked about now
for many years. It's sort of filtered its way up to the top of the

three games against each team would play their four division
from the NL Central, and each rivals 12 times each and the other
Under Giles' plan, each team team from the AL West would teams in their league 11 times
from the AL East would play play four games against each each Teams in the West would
three games against each team team from the NL West.
play their three division rivals 13
from the NL East, each team
times each and the other teams in
from the AL Central would play
Teams in the East and Central their league 10 times each
agenda."

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
M 2« NEWS Into ■ Staff Htg.
9:00 Wad. Nit*
Rm. 03 In Wait Hall Baaainant
Ba part of BQ'a ONLY Talavlalon Naw*
Sourea
EARN H50The Sleep Lab needs women
(1B-28) to participate in a 46 hour sleep deprivation study. Call 2-2547 or 2-2474 (or more
info.
Fashion Merchandising Association
Meeong Wed. Jan. 17
8 PM FCS Gaikina
Speakers Irom F.I.T.
•FMALai ua get Medieval on your buttocks.
The Society lor Creative Anachronism.
Thursday, 8pm
2S7 Memorial Han

Brewsiers Pour House
Presents
Unde Sandwich
Fnday 1/19 Saturday 1/20
Brewsiers Pour House
In House Specials
Pitcher Domestic Draft A
Large Pizza w/1 item
$10.00
16 02. draft w/ bowl chili 12.50
Brewsters Pour House
Has the coldest shots in town.
Checkout the new shot machine
Chills to 3 degrees

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2.000-'month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Seasonal ft full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
calM-206-971-3550exl C55444.

THE KEY Yearbook is looking tor students Interested in gaining experience in writing, photography, graphic design or public relations.
Anyone interested in volunteering should call
Anne or Todd at 372-8086.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Qiathe.KS 66051.

Think ahead to Spring Break I
Buy your tanning package now & savell
Save $5 001 Campus Tanning 352-7889

CAMPUS POLLYEYES ■ 352-9636
HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
Buy a full order, get 1/2order free:
Breadsneks, nachos, garlic bread.
4-9 Mon.-Fn INSIDE ONLY

Wickitt DJ Service is ready to party at your next
social■ Great Rates" Call Mike 352-6397

Delta Zeta - Delta Zeta ' Delta Zeta
The Sisters ol Delta Zeta would like to congratulate Kim Catalano on her New Year's pearling to recent graduate Ed Schontz.
Congrats Kiml
Delta Zeta * Delta Zeta' Delta Zeta

SEAC a EAG MEETING
9 00PM WEDNESDAY
1003 BAA

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS Groups interested in applying lor ACGFA Funding lor the
1996-97 academe year are required to attend
a workshop on Thursday, February 1, 1998 tn
the Ohitf'SuiB of the University Union. This
workshop will be offered at 9:00 a.m., noon,
and 7:00 p.m. Please call the Office ol Studenr
Life to let us know which session you would like
lo attend at 372-2843. Also bring your ACGFA
packet lo the workshop

"ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GETTING INVOLVED? 1995-96 Student Organization Directory Supplements can be picked up >n Vie
Office of Student Life. Room 405 Student Services Building while supplies last."

WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED
Grants and Scholarships are available. Billions ol dollars In financial aid. Oualify Immediately. 1400-400-0209.

FREE FINANCIAL AIOI
Over 16 Biiiion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services: 1-800 263-6495
em F5S444.

PERSONALS

•SUMME R JOGSi-SUMMER JOBS!'
Fr. So. A Jrs who are NEW to co-op:
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Fri. Jan 26th. 330 PM. 1007 BA Blag
Find a SUMMER JOB
related to your maior NOW1
Ouestions? 372-2451
•SUMMER JOBSi'SUMMER JOBS1Brewsiers Pour House
Presents the Biggest Saddest
Jukebox mBG.
New Music You Play - We Pay
Let's Party & Dance
EVERY NIGHTI

Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors
who are NEW to co-op:
CO-OP KCK-OFF
Friday, Jan 26th, 3:30 PM
1007 BAB :cg
Find a SUMMER JOB
related to your major NOW)
Questions? 372-2451

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD
HOUSE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 24, 1996 - 7-10 PM. PICK
UP APPLICATION AN0 TAKE HOME TEST
AND RETURN BY JANUARY 23
INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE WOMEN'S 5
COED BASKETBALL-JANUARY 23: MEN'S
BASKETBALL-JANUARY 24. MEN'S 6
WOMEN'S TEAM HANDBALL-JANUARY 25:
MENS CE HOCKEY-JANUARY 29. WOMEN'S BOWLING-JANUARY 30 ALL ENTRIES
DUE IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE BY
4 00 P.M ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL TEAM HANDBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD
HOUSE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 25. 1996 ■ 7-10 P.M. PICK
UP APPLICATION AND TAKE HOME TEST
AND RETURN BY JANUARY 24.
LIVE DEAD
AND
PHRESH PHISH
TONITE AT MARKS
MIGHT AS WELL
DEAD NITE @ MARKS
TONITE
MIGHT AS WELL
SPRING BREAK '96 Wilh only 1 week to
llve-OONT BLOW IT" BOOK NOW"
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida A
Padre 1109. Bahamas 1359. Jamaica Cancun 1399. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREE!! FOR FREE INFO: SunSplash Toura 1-SOO-426-7710.

***************
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WAITSTAFF/ HOST
DISHWASHERS
PREP COOKS
CHAR-BROILERS
BARTENDERS
LINE COOKS

Local business needs experienced computer
person to do sales, experience with Internet.
plus more Full or pi time For information call
655 3066
Local manufacturing company has need of
pan-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one block oil BGSU campus.
south ol Wooster Street, so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate ol pay is $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form. Advanced Speciality
Products. Inc. 426 Clough St BG. OH 434Q2
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6.000$10.000 per summer Positions available throughout OH, Ml, IN.
including Cleveland, Columbus, Youngstown.
Cincinnati, and more 8O0B871960
Part-time weekday and/or weekend custodial
help needed m University Union. Call Carol
372-2598.

Need Roommate Immediately. Own room,
male or (emale Call Chns or Was at 354-6521

PT misc. worker needed at local motel Painting, shovelmg. mowing, etc Flex. hrs. 20-30
hrs wk Call352-i520.askforTim,8-4.

Non-Smoking Female Roommate Needed
ASAPI Jan. rent PAID! $245 mo * olec . $150
deposit 3 blocks from campus. Have own
room. Sublease ends m May. Call 352-6399

Responsible ft interactive sitter needed lor
non-working Perrysburg mom Flexible hours ft
good pay. Cah 872 0384

HELP WANTED

CARE PROVIDER
Sunshine Inc. ol NW Ohio currently has openings m their Supported Living Program working
with persons m their own home These positions may be lull or part time with a base pay
rate of $6 92-8 26 depending on previous expenence and/or educational background.
Must be at least 21 years of age. have a valid
drivers license and be able to do overnights, if
the individuals needs dictate.
'COMMUNITY SUPPORTED LIVING SPECIALIST: Persons interested in working with
MRVDD clients m their home, promoting the
highest level of independence possible for tie
individual Responsibilities will include providing tracing to the client, working with case
management and habilitabon staff, documentation ol services, provide opportunities 'or
the individual to be able to participate in community activities, maintain financial records,
teach money management and banking skills,
assist with personal care and hygiene, and
sodaJ relationships
'SUPPORTED LIVING SPECIALIST: Responsible lor working with 2 deaf indi
viduais who also have some challenging behaviors. Prefer a person with a strong background m sign language or persons who would
be willing to learn sign
•SUPPORTED LIVING SPECIALIST FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DUAL DIAGNOSIS:
Unique opportunity to work with individuals
with Mental Retardation and accompanying
psyctatnc disorders Hesponsiblioes will include the promotion ol social skills, community
involvement as well as teaching dairy living
skids Candidates need to be motivated, energene, and enjoy interacting in the community
Serious inquires should submit resume/applications to: Sunshine Inc. ol NW
Ohio, 7223 Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee.
OH 43537. Ann: HRManager.

Summer business Are you an entrepreneur?
Greai opportunity, low slart up cost, management training Barn up to $600 per week Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1 800 361-4074

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry.
Earn up to$3,000-$6,000* per month. Room ft
Board' Transportation) Male/Female. No experience necessary' (206)971-3510 ext
A55442
Babysitter needed Sam to noon, Mon - Fri.,
every other week. Call 372-0479 or 354 2954.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25 45/hr. teaching basic conversational English in Japan. Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For mlormation call* (206) 971-3570
ext.J5S443.

Admissions Phone Power ■ Temporary
Students needed to call H.S. seniors.
Feb. 4-15 only, evenings 5:30-930.
Apply by Jan. 23, Office ol Admissions110 McFali Center. 2-2086 $4.25 per hr

TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positions available every month. Bachelor degree required. $i 8.000 24.000/yr. Accom.. airfare ft benefits. Send resume, copy of diploma
ft copy ol passport to Bok Ji Corp. Chun Bang
Bidg.. 154-13 Samsung Dong. Kangnam Gu,
Seoul. Korea TEL: 011-822-555-5627 FAX:
011-822-552-4329
Telephone Interviewing
Part-time, some days, mostly evenings and
weekends Flexible hours, in Perrysburg
874-5842

FOR RENT
2 bik3 from campus 836 1/2 Scon Hamilton. 2
bdrms.. pan furn.. 2 res. pkg. sp. Max. 3 people. No pets. 12 mo. lease/$490 mo.
287-3233; after 5, 287 4255
2 biks. from camp. Apt, »3,850 Scott Hamilton.
Nice, furn , air. laund.. res. pkg. 4 people max.
No pets 10 mo. lease, $705/mo. 12 mo.
lease. $625/mo
267-3233/after 5pm,
287-4255.
Elfic i ft2bdrm.apts, m houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-8917. (no calls after 9:00pm).

Furnished room 1/2 mile Irom campus. $250
per month Call Bob 353-4512.
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354 8800

VAN DRIVER. Part-time position to provide
transoprtation to and from social services
agency. Musi be between the ages ol 21-65,
have a valid Ohio drivers license and excellent
driving record Submit resume to P.O. Box 738.
Bowling Green. OH 43402. EOE

FOR SALE
'95 Gary Fisher Rangitoto w/ Trek Shock EL
Many new parts, includes helmet, shorts, jersey ft gloves. $500 2 MTX 10" subwooters.
MTX 10" Bandpass enclosure. 1 mo. old.
$200 Call 2-1287.
1988 Crown V«c station wagon
Asking $2000
Call 352-2441.
Acura 88 Antigua 5-spd. Air, stereo, no rust.
Super condition $3300. Call 352-5784

$35.000A'R
INCOME potential. Reading
books Toll Free (i) 800 898-9778 Ext R-2076
lor details.

Spring Break Specials Cancun A Jamaica'
111% Lowest Prce Guarantee! 7 Nights Air ft
Hotel From $429' Save $100On Food/Drinks'
hup //www spnngbreaktravel com
1800-678 6386.

FOR SALE
1987 Voikswagon Fox
Van/ dean ft dependable. Fairly new brakes.
tires a exhaust Asking $2,000 OBO Call
Keith at 372-6420

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
Well take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

MAC S£ with printer ft software. $195 Call
Bob 353-4512.
Spnng Break! Panama Cily' 8 Days Room With
Kuchen $i 191 Walk To Best Bars! 7 Nights In
Key West $259" Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great
Beaches-Near Disney) $169> Daytona $139>
hup.//www spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678 6386
Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 7 Days
$279) Includes 15 Meals ft 6 Free Parties)
Great Beaches/NighBifel Leave* From Ft.
Lauderdaiel
httpyflwww springbreakiravel com
1-800-678 6386.

Great
Amenities:
A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

5 sites to
choose from:
Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
No experience required Begin now. For Inlccali 301-306-1207.

Call Today!
354-6036

I35,coo/YR. INCOME potential. Reading
books. Tool Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext
R-2076 for details.

130 East Washington St.

*

•
*

$170-$400/week

Female roommate wanted. Nice, reasonalbiy
priced apartment, available immediately. Call
3535149

Subleases needed. 2 bdrms.. 1 1/2 baths,
turn, or unfurn. 8th St. Call 352-9302.

GRATEFUL DEAD
NITE
TONrTE AND EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT MARK'S

•

1 female subleaser needed Spring Semester.
Large apt, close to campus, furnished. Call
352-7547 it interested

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE lo: Country Living
Shoppers. Depl Ui. P.O Box 1779, Denham
Spnngs. LA 70727.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY. PA. NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
40 camps Instructors needed: Tennis. Baseball. Hockey, Rollerblade, Soccer. Lacrosse,
Softball, Volleyball. Basketball. PE Mjaors. Education Majors. Gymnastics. English Riding.
Lifeguard. WSI, Water-skiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness. Archery. Ml. Biking. Pioneering, Rockcfimbing, Ropes. Dance. Piano Accompanies!. Dramatics. Ceramics. Jewelry,
Woodshop. Photography. Radio. Nature. RN's.
Chefs. Food Service. Arlene i 800-443-6428:
516-433 8033

*
*
*

Preferred Properties
Rental Office
530 S. Maple

Phone
352-9378

Leasing for 96 - 97

*
*
*

Applications are now being taken at:

*

5640 Airport Highway
Toledo, OH
(Airport Highway at 475)

*

•
•
•
*••**•**•*•••••

FOX Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
BirctlWOOd Place

Mini Mall
Small Knikliii^s
Frontier Housing
Houses

You snooze, you lose!!!

We've been named No. 1 in Business Week's 1994 List ol Hot
Growth Companies and have grown to over 800 locations in 20
states in only a decade. With plans lor continued rapid
expansion, we're looking lor:

MANAGERS
ASST. MANAGERS
l< you're a high-energy, go-getter with restaurant experience,
preferably in pizza, take this opportunity to join the nation's lastest-|
growing pizza company. We offer a competitive salary; stock
option; heath, dental, disability, and life insurances available to
qualified applicants; bonuses; training; and opportunities for
advancement. Please send resume to:

826 S. Main St., BG
(next to Big Lots)
Equal Opportunity Employer
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